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Page 2 50%off 21%off 14%off ***LAST AND FINAL EDIT (JANUARY 19, 2014): I no longer reply to people commenting on this review. People still don't seem to understand my warnings that state if you like this series, don't read this. If you're going to ignore THAT then I'll just ignore your comments. It won't be read by me.*** Also, you might want to read comments before commenting. Chances are, what you'll write may have been stated.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
If you're going to ignore THAT then I'll just ignore your comments. It won't be read by me.*** Also, you might want to read comments before commenting. Chances are, what you'll write may have been stated. ___________________________________________________EDIT #3 (September 3, 2013): So this is an actor (sorry I don't know his name) who plays Jace in the Film City of Bones. She tells people to look at this putrid movie and this is what she says Notice how she says take whatever you dating and not whoever you dating. He passed the beauty like Cassandra Clare approving the incest. Shit
casting is suitable for her shit books. EDIT #2 (July 15, 2013): These dead-hard fans cannot read and warn me that they are commenting on my opinion with such nonsense. Again, to those who love this series so much: STAY. shut down. Study. Because. You. Feelings. Are. Most. may be. Get. Hurt. Edit! So, it seems that I have a lot of mistakes in this rant -- a lot. I'm too bravely lazy to fix it, though. So.... Yes. The study will contain sworn words, spoilers, rants, and complaints. If you can't handle my blunt and condemn the words, don't even read them. Well, to be honest, this isn't a real review, this is a
huge rant -- the longest I've ever written in my entire life, and the last one. I really want to do this to myself after reading up to page 314:I know how this is going to end so I give this 1 star (although I would like to 'star 0' is optional). I don't know how to get started and I don't know if this is going to make sense but I'll write and God help me if one of these fans [or fellow reviewers] tries to tell me I'm being cruel; a harmless person. Yes, I know this is just a book. I know , but this lady gets paid to copy and that is so handsome that J.K. Fans: Oh bloody hell, not another hater says he copys Harry Potter. Seems. If
anything, Clare was inspired. Nope, fuck that. There is a difference between being inspirational and unorthodine. I will tell you the difference later in this review. *Sighs.* I don't know, I don't know why I kept going back to the series if I knew I would be disappointed and angry. Oh, wait, I am Why. I wanted to give the series a chance, I didn't want to be the ignorant haters talking about the books they left unprepared: like dusk saga haters. 'Sparkly vampires' is the reason they hate dusk because others say. There are so many holes in the book that are easy to show and rant about if you read the saga. Just
watching the first twell movie will leave you blind and do not know. I'm raging here, but that's why I'm back to this crap, I want to know what I'm going to resist; I don't want to be left ignorant. Anyway, back to my review. Characters:Clary: My God. There's something wrong with Clary. This girl. I can't even be with this fictional character right now. I kept saying he was fiction so it could calm me down, but I think it makes things worse. Not a page passed where I didn't want me to be able to punch Clary in the face. Clary's name annoyed me, he was in my annoying book. Why can't he go already? He was so
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stupid. He was always thinking about his brother Jace. Always.... Always. The situation happened and there he went, 'oh my god jace. i just wanted to embrace him and comfort him and make sure he knew I was there.' 'i wonder what jace would think of me when I told him?' 'nobody knows Jace's secrets. I desperately want to tell Simon, but it's not my secret to telling.' 'is jace with one such girl? did he kiss him?' 'Jesus why can't be jace ibarat already. can I be happy?' 'why is jace so crazy at me?' Y'all don't get mad at reading that already? 'My cos is angry at writing, but I swear that's all she's ever talked to
and thinking about. Like, come on. Oh and don't even get me started with the death of Max -- Isabelle and alec's little brother. They're all in extreme pain seeing max turn there and here comes silly clay,' looking at jace bringing daggers to my heart. i really wanted to run at him and embrace it, but simon's look gave telling me it wasn't a good idea, so I thought about when he embraced the first time.' You. kidnapping. others. Crap. From. me. Senior. Now? Someone else is just like Jace and you're worried about him? I'm just erfklgbjsbkljaol;kmJace: What happens to you, man? In the first book you used to be a
bad ass amount and now because you find Valentine is your dad and you realize that you can't have Clary because you're all connected, you've got so sensitive and stupid. Let me get this straight: You become a total asshole to Clary when you never know you're related -- despite the fact that you 'love' him, but oh no, Valentine said, 'HEY KIDS, I'm YOUR FATHER!' Like, 'Clary, I want you and, my gotdamnit will have you. Kiss me.' How. Alec: I don't really have a snide comment for him. There was only one annoying problem for me: When the demons entered Idris or wherever their heck, he saw Magnus
fight about 5 demons and Alec saved the day. Magnus is all like, 'Are you... are you just I, Alec?' And Alec was like, 'Why don't you answer/return any of my phone calls?' Like, did you kidnapp me? Satan just entered a place that should have blocked them out and you were worried about not getting a phone call back from the warlock? Alec... Babe.... do you not appreciate your life? Isabelle: Slut. Stupid. Simon: Whatever it is. Now I get to the part where I'm talking about her unoriginality. The whole book is like a stupid version, Crappy Deathly Hallows. Half Prince blood vs. City of Glass Half Blood Prince:
Okay so I took this bit off the credits of harrypotter.wikia.com to themDumbledore and Harry's journey to the cave where Voldemort was torturing two children in his youth. They proceeded through the cave, coming to an island in the middle of the lake. On the island, they found a basin of emerald green position, with a pendant at the bottom. On Dumbledore's orders, Harry refused to force-feed him potions, which severely weakened him and caused extreme thirst. Mkay. So not only did it weaken him, but it propelled Dumbledore to the madness -- bringing his worst memories. Glass City: Clary drew this run
that created a portal that led to Idris (or Alicante?), he ended up in Lake Lyn; At the time, Lupin -- oh, er, I mean Luke pulled him out and started pumping his chest so he could cough up all the water. Luke told him (and I quote), '... to drink water is very dangerous. It causes refinedness, fever -- it can induce someone to madness.' Think about that for a second. Deadly Hallows vs. City of GlassOhh I would have fun writing this. Deadly Hallows: Hogwarts has this spelling/charm that has been removed by the professor and by the headmaster so that no lethal feeding -- or Voldemort -- can enter. Volcanoes
looking for certain Hallows - Old Sticks. Long story short: after finding this, Voldemort broke this charm and the deadly yeers in and the Hogwarts battle began. Voldemort called them back and said, 'You've struggled very clearly, but in vain. I'm not hoping for this. Each magical blood spilt drops is a terrible waste. Therefore, I ordered my team to retreat. In their absence, throw away your debts with dignity. Harry Potter, I am now talking directly to you. This evening, you've allowed your friends to die for you instead of facing my own. There is no greater dishonesty. Join me in the Forbidden Forest and face
your fate. If you don't do this, I'm going to kill every last guy, woman and child trying to heal you from me.' This was plucked from the film, but in the book Voldemort also gave them until midnight (or was it an hour, correct me if I was wrong The Death Hallows consist of three objects: the Old Stick, the Resurrection Stone, and the Cloak of Invisibility. Glass Town: The Clave puts this ward over Alicante so that no demons can enter, but here comes Valentine and, like Voldemort looking for a DH, he searches for the Instrument of Death. Valentines fines the sword and he breaks through the ward, causing all the
demons to break apart and start fighting and attacking people. Long story short: Like Voldemort, Valentine calls the demons back and besides going up to the place (like what Voldemort doesn't do), she goes in projectile form and says, 'If you're not going to hear a reason, you've got to listen to force. I've shown you I can take a ward around your city. I see that you've put them back, but that's not consequential; I can easily do it again. You will either errant to my needs or face every demon of the Mortal Sword can call. I will tell them not to spare one of you, not a man, woman, or a child. Your choice.' (page
311) He continued one page of 313, 'I'll give you until tomorrow at midnight to consider my terms, at which time I'll bring my troops, in all his powers, to Brocelind Plain. If I hadn't received a submission message from Clave, I'd march with my army to Alicante, and this time we'd leave any lives.' The Death Instrument consists of three objects: Swords, Mortal Cups, and Mirrors.With that says:All right. Let me just add something here: I think this book is going to change my mind about MI, I really do because it starts from a good type (that's because Jace and Clary aren't together). It's like every time they're
together it brings my worst quality... and every time I read about Clary. My rant is done.... currently.18/06/12--------------------------Pages 314 - 380I has come to a conclusion ... that I gave up on the series. I really hate this, I do. I hate always angry and I'm not one person to get angry -- it takes a lot. I... I've just finished it. Idgaf about how this series supposedly gets better as it does. it doesn't -- it just gets worse. It also made me lose my religion. I wasn't gnawing: I found myself swearing a lot, saying God's name wasted and wanting to break Clary's face for being stupid just being there in the book. Okay before I
start my rant, I want to give props to a prop to a prop/spy named Sebastian for taking the words right out of my mouth when he says, Because I can finally. You don't know what it's like, being around a lot of you a few days ago, having to pretend I can stand you up. That sight you didn't make me sick. You,'' she told Jace, 'every moment you don't panting after your own sister, you whine and about how your dad doesn't love you. Well, who can blame it? And you, you idiot' -he turned to Clary- 'gave that invaluable book to a half war do you get a single brain cell in your little head?' The moment I read that I was
- literally - was like, I had this feeling that the spy 'Sebastian' was Valentine's son and not Jace. I mean it's obvious that Jace and Clary are completely unregived, but the reason I say it's still incest because: 1) Most of us think they're actually related and 2) Clare has this nerve to write about it. I can imagine now 'I really want to write a book that's like Harry Potter. But let's say that the two main characters can't be withdrawn from each other's love, but they know that they are brothers and sisters, and although they still can't cope with the fact that they want to be something more than brothers and sisters, they'll
sneak some kisses when nobody finds out. Oh! Oh! Oh! and let's add Jace and Clary say even if they know it's wrong, they can't help! That would leave my fans thirsty a more incest romance! And then I'll write how, it turns out, they're completely unregistered.'Clare you evil your devil. However, some of you cannot overcome the fact that Max died. I know I can't - he's only nine years old. Smh. It sucks to read. But here's what my pisses are: Isabelle. This... ewiogkljsrklgjserl. Ok. He mourns that is understandable given that his little brother is, so he always blames himself for not listening to it, not being there,
etc. Simon came, trying to make him not to blame himself for 'Sebastian' killing his brother and Isabelle threw Simon in bed and tried to have sex with him. He's all like, 'Oh I feel better already.'Isabelle... Your brother died less than a day ago ... and you .... any way. I never liked it anyway. Clary really... I've had about enough of him already. How can readers find Clary, how can anyone stand Jace/Clary's relationship? Clary picked him over his own mother, and he was for the rest of others' lives. Not really. Jace leaves to find Sebastian and Clary run to tell Isabelle, Isabelle says she knows she's going to do
something like that and Clary is just like that, 'do you even want to find her? even care that he goes on what is practically a suicide mission?' Isabelle tried to tell Jace he could handle himself and there were more serious things than Jace went after Valentine; that innocent life is at stake. Clary is just like, 'All I've seen is that Jace is your brother just like Max and you care what happened to him.' First of all the situation Max and Jace are completely DIFFERENT. Jace knows what he has got himself into, Max does. Jace would be of age - meaning he was old enough to handle himself and make his own
decisions as you do - while 9-year-old Max and didn't know that Sebastian would turn around and kill him. Isabelle basically says this too, but Clary doesn't listen and doesn't care. Ugh. Why didn't Isabelle punch it? Let me hurry up and end this book so I done entirely with this chain because I knew I got annoying.*4 hours later * I KNEW Sebastian was Johnathan and not Jace.someone had to give me an award. 19/06/2012----------------------------Stopped on page 413I'm done. I can't finish this book. I tried not to smash my keyboard with my fist. I'm very surprising and can't fathom why people think this is the
best series. Obviously there's something wrong with this book. I'm not how to say this: so after Clary find out not his brother he's got all as happy as, 'yay we can finally get along in public!' But wait for Simon to say, 'so you kiss your real brother - sebastian?' and clary like, 'oh god, Simon please stop saying that. I already want to pass it and throw it like that. I can't believe I kissed my brother! i feel disgusted.'screw the series. let me feel, this is how the story ends: clary stops valentinejace back -- they make a passionately confessing his love for Simon; Their boom out nowalec and magnus finally got along
end.am i right? I'm my right? ... More... More
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